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SYMMETRY-AWARE PROPER ORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITION

Georgios Rigas

Dept. of Aeronautics, Imperial College London, London SW7 2AZ, UK

Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) and its variants have been extensively used in the fluid mechan-

ics community for data-driven deduction of turbulent coherent structures and model reduction. Recent

variants include nonlinear versions of POD (nlPOD) employing autoencoders with nonlinear activation

functions. Coherent structures can be also deduced from stability analysis of the linearised operator

of the Navier-Stokes (global or resolvent modes). In order to achieve quantitative agreement between

data-driven and operator driven approaches, the nonlinear terms have to be modelled [1] or resolved [2],

rendering the operator-driven approaches extremely challenging.

The nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations, are equivariant under symmetry transformations, leading to in-

variant solutions that are identical up to a prescribed transformation function (i.e. rotation, translation,

reflection). The presence of invariant solutions/structures poses an issue for data-driven reduction tech-

niques, since conventional methods encode them into di↵erent regions of the reduced space. This leads

to an artificial bloating of the latent space. Additionally, for linear POD, where the focus usually lies

in the extraction of the modal shapes to gain an insight into the flow structures, these invariances can

morph the modes away from physical structures (i.e they become Fourier modes in periodic directions).

In this talk, we present a novel machine learning embedding in the autoencoder, which uses spatial trans-

former networks and Siamese networks to account for continuous and discrete symmetries, respectively

[3] . The spatial transformer network discovers the optimal shift for the continuous translation or rotation

so that invariant samples are aligned in the periodic directions. Similarly, the Siamese networks collapse

samples that are invariant under discrete shifts and reflections. Thus, the proposed symmetry-aware au-

toencoder is invariant to predetermined input transformations dictating the dynamics of the underlying

system. This embedding can be employed with both linear and nonlinear reduction methods, which we

term symmetry-aware POD (s-POD) and symmetry-aware nlPOD (s-nlPOD).

We will demonstrate the proposed framework for 3 fluid flow problems: Burgers’ equation, the simulation

of the flow through a step di↵user and the Kolmogorov flow to showcase the capabilities for cases exhibiting

only continuous symmetries, only discrete symmetries or a combination of both.

INPUT OUTPUTENCODER DECODER

LATENT
SPACE

TRANSFORM RETRANSFORM

CONTINUOUS CONTINUOUSDISCRETE DISCRETE

Figure 1. Symmetry-Aware Proper Orthogonal Decomposition using autoencoders
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GLOBAL MODES COMPETITION IN THE STREAMWISE ROTATING SPHERE
BIFURCATION SCENARIO

M. Lorite-Dı́ez1, J. Sierra-Auśın2,3, J.I. Jiménez-González1,4, V. Citro2, D. Fabre3
1 Instituto Interuniversitario De Investigación Del Sistema Tierra En Andalućıa (IISTA), Universidad
de Granada, Universidad de Jaén, Granada 18006 (Spain)
2 Dipartimento di Ingegneria Industriale (DIIN), Università degli Studi di Salerno, Fisciano 84084 (Italy)
3 Institut de Mécanique des Fluides de Toulouse (IMFT), Toulouse 31400 (France)
4 Departamento de Ingenieŕıa Mecánica y Minera, Universidad de Jaén, Jaén 23071 (Spain)

The wake flow past a streamwise rotating sphere of diameter D, which is a canonical model of many indus-
trial and natural phenomena, is studied here by means of linear stability analysis, normal form analysis
and direct numerical simulations to unravel its pattern formation. The problem is governed by two param-
eters, the rotation rate, ⌦ (defined as the ratio of the tangential velocity !D/2 on the sphere surface to the
inflow velocity, W1) and the Reynolds number, Re = W1D/⌫ (where ⌫ is the kinematic viscosity). Our
goal is to gain a deeper understanding of the underlying physics and the dominant/fundamental modes
of the problem in order to predict the di↵erent forces, flow regimes or paths acting on the particle. The
performed spatio-temporal characterization helps to understand the complex bifurcation scenario studied
by [1, 2] for this configuration and let us evaluate di↵erent possibilities of flow and path control. Our
systematic study of the mode competition between rotating waves (RW1, RW2, RW3), which are issued
from the linearly unstable modes of the steady axisymmetric trivial state (TS), exhibits their connection
to previously observed helical (single and double helix) patterns present within the wake. The organizing
centre of dynamics turns out to be a triple Hopf bifurcation associated with three non-axisymmetric, os-
cillating modes with respective azimuthal wavenumbers m = �1,�1 and �2 and frequencies LF, MF and
HF. The unfolding of the normal form, determined following the method of multiple scales and weakly
non-linear analysis, unveils the nonlinear interaction between the rotating waves to constitute more com-
plex states, named as mixed modes (MM12, MM13, MM23). The analysis shows that the transition
from the single helix pattern to the double helix structure within the wake displays several regions with
hysteric behaviour, which is associated to the existence of multiple attractors (Figure 1a). Eventually,
the interaction between single and double helix structures within the wake lead towards temporal chaos,
which in this case is attributed to the Ruelle-Takens-Newhouse route. The onset of chaos is detected by
the identification of an invariant state of the normal form constituted by three incommensurate frequen-
cies, IMM123. Also, our normal form analysis is complemented with DNS results (Figure 1b) to validate
their predictions.
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Figure 1. (a) Bifurcation scenario of the regimes predicted by normal form analysis (b) Wake topology and
modes for selected regimes at ⌦ = 1.75.

This work has been partially financed by the Junta de Andalućıa, Universidad de Jaén, and European
Funds under Project FEDER-UJA 1262764.
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EXTRACTING LINEAR DYNAMICS OF HIGH-SPEED JET FLOW USING
DUAL-PIV COMBINED WITH DYNAMIC MODE DECOMPOSITION

Alexis Duddridge, Vishal Chaugule, Julio Soria

Laboratory for Turbulence Research in Aerospace and Combustion (LTRAC), Department of Mechanical and

Aerospace Engineering, Monash University, Clayton, Victoria 3800, Australia

Due to their importance in propulsion and numerous other industries, free jet flows are a key

topic of interest for flow control and manipulation. Understanding of the fundamental processes which

lead to instabilities in jets underpins our ability to control them. Numerous studies have utilised par-

ticle image velocimetry techniques (PIV) in order to further this understanding but are limited by the

time-unresolved data obtained when high spatial resolution is required. These methods are suitable for

extracting instantaneous structure and flow statistics but cannot extract the frequencies and correspond-

ing decay, neutral or growth rates of modes or instabilities of the flow. Here, a dual-PIV system is

presented, which combined with dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) allows the extraction of the linear

shear-layer dynamics of a free jet. The application of this experimental approach coupled with DMD of

the acquired dual-PIV dataset allows the extraction of the frequencies of interest and the corresponding

spatial modes, which dictate the instabilities in the shear-layer.

The experiments were conducted in the sub/super-sonic jet facility in the Laboratory for Tur-

bulence Research in Aerospace and Combustion (LTRAC) at Monash University. Further details of the

experimental rig can be found in [1]. A round jet flow with Re ⇡ 10, 000 was the basis for the present

investigation. The dual-PIV system consists of a pair of standard single-exposed PIV systems, each re-

ceiving oppositely polarized image data via a polarizing beam-splitter from the same imaging optics as

shown in figure 1. This polarization approach suggested by Christensen and Adrian (2002) prevents the

exposure from one system crossing over to the other. An Innolas SpitLight DPSS EVO IV dual cavity

laser capable of producing double pulses from each orthogonally polarized cavity on the microsecond

scale was utilised to illuminate the central plane of the seeded jet round flow. Two 14 MPx Imperx-

B4820 CCD cameras separated by a polarizing beam-splitter were used to record the single-exposed

PIV image pairs. Timing for the whole system was controlled using a Beagle Bone Black (BBB) [3]

which sent the appropriate timing signals to each component of the system as dictated by an in-house

Python/assembler code. The single exposed PIV image pairs were analysed using an in-house developed

parallel multi-grid/multi-pass cross-correlation PIV algorithm, Soria [4].

Using the methodology described in Sikroria et al. [5], the LTRAC sub/super-sonic jet facility

was set up for the high-speed subsonic free jet experiment. The challenges associated with extracting

temporal information of the small time scales in high-speed jet flows are overcome with the approach

described in this paper, allowing key flow structures and their characteristic time scales to be identified.

The linear dynamics dictating the instability of the this free shear flow are extracted. The key challenges

of utilising a dual-PIV system such as polarization and particle illumination are discussed.

Figure 1. Experimental apparatus and set-up of dual-PIV of a free jet flow at Re ⇡ 10, 000
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NONLINEAR ESTIMATION IN CHANNEL FLOW AT RE⌧ = 180

Jitong Ding, Daniel Chung, Simon J. Illingworth

Mechanical Engineering, University of Melbourne, VIC 3010, Australia

This work concerns the estimation problem for a minimal turbulent channel flow at Re⌧ = 180 [2] using

a reduced-order model. Given the time-resolved velocity information in planes at limited number of wall-

normal locations (much less than the DNS grids), how does the estimator yield velocity quantities across

the channel height? Below shows the fluctuation velocity equation after the Reynolds decomposition.
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Similar to the work [1], the estimation model is based on the state-space form of the Orr-Sommerfield

and Squire equations. The di↵erence is, this time, we calculate the nonlinear forcing terms explicitly and

put them as input to the estimator, rather than regard them as unknown white noise. Kalman filter is

applied to update the velocity given measurements taken at time interval �t1. During �t1, a state-space

reduced-order simulation is performed at time interval �t2 (�t2 ⌧ �t1). This simulation only considers

large wavenumbers corresponding to large-scale structures which are responsible for a significant fraction

of turbulent production, achieving the goal of reduced-order modelling. The state-space model has the

form of:

x[k + 1] = Ax[k] +Bf [k], y[k] = Cx[k] (2)

where f is the nonlinear forcing serving as the input; x is the system state containing wall-normal velocity

and wall-normal vorticity; y is the output representing the full velocity field.

Figure 1. (a): true DNS velocity field; (b): estimated velocity field; (c): results at the white circle in time
domain, for the estimation of the streamwise fluctuation velocity at one wall-normal plane. (d): local error versus
the wall-normal location for four cases using di↵erent number of measurement planes. The inset plot shows the
global error versus the number of measurement planes. Vertical dotted lines mark the locations of the measurements
for cases Nmea = 4 (long blue) and Nmea = 6 (short red).

Figure 1(a,b,c) shows the results for the estimated streamwise fluctuation velocity at one estimated wall-

normal plane (does not coincide with any measurement planes) using 6 measurement planes. Figure

1(d) quantifies the estimation performance by presenting the local error ✏l which calculates the di↵erence

between the DNS values and the estimation values in the wall-normal direction. The estimator performs

better near the measurement planes. Also, the more measurement planes used, the better overall esti-

mation performance will be, as can be seen by the global error curve ✏g.
The nonlinear estimator is able to estimate the flow with reasonable accuracy. Further tests have indi-

cated that it does not as yet outperform a simpler, linear estimator augmented with an eddy viscosity [1].

Future work will consider ways to improve its performance and its application to more complex flows.
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NEW APPROACHES TO DIRECT AND ADJOINT SENSITIVITY
CALCULATIONS FOR THE ANALYSIS AND OPTIMISATION OF
TURBOMACHINERY AEROACOUSTICS

Anton Glazkov
1
, Peter Schmid

2
, Miguel Fosas de Pando

3
, Li He

4

1
Postdoctoral researcher at KAUST, Thuwal, Saudi Arabia,

2
KAUST, Thuwal, Saudi Arabia,

3
University of Cadiz, Cadiz, Spain,

4
University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom

Recent e↵orts in contemporary turbomachinery design have focused on improving the e�ciency of aero

engines to address the increasingly demanding regulations for e�ciency, emissions of pollutants, and

noise. Although many prior e↵orts have focused on aerodynamic optimisation of turbomachinery blades,

the e↵ects of aeroacoustic interactions form self-excited instability processes, complex geometries, and

the relative motion between consecutive pairs of rotor and stator blades, remain underexplored and

present significant challenges. At the same time, advances in high-performance computing technology

are enabling larger and more complex flow calculations, which, with the aid of high-order solvers and

adjoint-based methodologies, can be used to attain a granular-level description of the fundamental flow

mechanisms in these settings.

This talk presents a novel direct-adjoint framework by means of which such analyses can be carried out

in common turbomachinery configurations. The framework is then used to conduct a linear stability

analysis for a representative single-passage, subsonic compressor geometry. Here modal and non-modal

techniques are used to analyse self-excited instability process within a laminar-separation bubble, at the

trailing edge, and within the shear layers on both sides of the blade.

By casting the linear system matrix into block-circulant form, the restriction to single-passage configu-

rations is relaxed to address blade row e↵ects. The modal and non-modal analyses are repeated for a

blade row and a comparison to the single passage is highlighted. A preliminary investigation of mistuning

e↵ects is also addressed through a perturbation analysis.

The talk concludes by extending this analysis to a rotor-stator configuration, by using a lightweight time-

domain sliding plane implementation. Adjoint sensitivities are calculated by making use of nonlinear-

adjoint looping, and the results discussed.

The authors gratefully acknowledge financial support from MINECO AEI/ERDF EU Grant No. DPI2016-

75777-R, the Alberto Del Vicario Scholarship, EPSRC and the Department of Engineering Science, Uni-

versity of Oxford
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Figure 1. The emergence of low-frequency acoustic modes arising from self-excited processes within a
ten-passage blade row.
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LOW-REYNOLDS-NUMBER FLOWS PAST NACA 4412 SWEPT WINGS:

GLOBAL STABILITY AND SENSIVITY ANALYSES

G. Nastro
1,2

, J.-C. Robinet
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, J.-C. Loiseau

2
, P.-Y. Passaggia

1
, N. Mazellier

1

1
Laboratoire PRISME, Université d’Orléans, 45072 Orléans Cedex, France

2
Laboratoire DynFluid, Arts et Métiers ParisTech, 75013 Paris Cedex, France

Global stability and sensitivity analyses of steady spanwise-homogeneous laminar separated flows around

periodic NACA 4412 wings with sweep angles between 0
�  ⇤  25

�
are numerically performed for

di↵erent Reynolds numbers and angles of attack.

The wake dynamics is attenuated by increasing ⇤ and driven by the two-dimensional von Kármán mode

(see Figure 1 and Ref. [1]). Its emergence threshold in the (↵�Re) plane is computed together with that

of the stall mode [2, 3] whose emergence Reynolds number is found to be ⇠ 1.8 times that of the von

Kármán mode. At the critical conditions the Reynolds number, the Strouhal number, the streamwise

wavenumber of the von Kármán mode and the spanwise wavenumber of the leading stall mode show

a power-law behaviour with respect to ↵. Introducing a sweep angle entails a Doppler e↵ect in the

leading modes’ dynamics and a shift towards non-zero frequencies for the stall modes which result to be

non-dispersive in the spanwise direction as opposed to the von Kármán modes.

Sensitivity of the leading global modes [4] is investigated in the vicinity of the critical conditions through

adjoint-based methods to predict regions of the flow which are most sensitive to the application of steady

forces (see Figure 2). As illustrated in Figure 2(a), the growth rate sensitivity function displays an

extended region on the wing’s suction surface close to the leading edge wherein a streamwise oriented

force has a net stabilising e↵ect, comparable to the one inside the recirculation bubble. In accordance with

the sensitivity analysis, a localised spanwise-homogeneous force is found to suppress the Hopf bifurcation

and stabilise the entire branch of von Kármán modes.
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Figure 1. (a) Eigenspectrum for ⇤ = 0
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EXPLAINING COHERENT VORTEX DYNAMICS BY COMBINING NON-NORMAL
RECEPTIVITY AND BROWNIAN MOTION

T. Bölle
1

1 Institute of Atmospheric Physics, DLR, Münchener Str. 20, 82234 Wessling, Germany,
tobias.boelle@dlr.de

Coherent vortices are important building blocks of complex flows on all scales. In particular, trailing

vortices behind aeroplanes considerably influence contrail formation and flight safety. Robust control

strategies, however, require a thorough understanding of the governing dynamics. The main unsteadiness

of large-scale vortices in this configuration, being the subject of this study, is called meandering [1].

Despite a common observation in experiments since the 1970s and a multitude of studies, its origin and

physical mechanism remain puzzling.

We present the first encompassing theoretical model to explain the phenomenon in all fundamental char-

acteristics. On a scale-separation argument between the (large-scale) vortex and the surrounding (small-

scale) turbulence, we show that the vortex response is governed by a Langevin equation of (abstract)

Brownian motion. This amounts to a reduced-order model describing the vortex response, driven by a

stochastic forcing (Wiener process). In this model, we can readily infer the experimentally, universally

observed statistics (see figure 1). We, hence, come to the important conclusion that vortex meandering

is a manifestation of a Gauss–Markov process that can be described in the framework of linear response

theory [2]. This allows us to use results of a study on the non-normal receptivity of canonical vortices

[3]. Starting from the premise that non-normality is necessary for receptivity to free-stream disturbances,

we explore the non-normality of canonical vortices. In particular, we derive a direct connection be-

tween receptivity, critical-layer forcing and non-normality. This prototypical vortex amplification can be

understood by an adaptation of the mother–daughter mechanism of [4] as is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Linear vortex response dynamics. Variance amplification of the analytical reduced-order model com-
pared to experiment (left); mother–daughter mechanism (middle); receptivity prototype from canonical decomposi-
tion of the resolvent, showing critical-layer forcing (right).

Definite evidence for the linearity and low-dimensionality of the large-scale unsteadiness of experimental

vortex dynamics can be seen as important results on their own. Moreover, understanding vortex dynamics

in terms of linear response theory of a reduced-order model and the mother–daughter mechanism may be

used to develop control strategies. It is expected that the proposed theory readily extends to comparable

flow configurations.
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Helical vortex filaments are subject to various types of instabilities, including displacement instabili-

ties, which occur when the vortex core is shifted from its baseline position. The theoretical growth rates

of unstable displacement perturbation modes have long been established for one helix [1] and multiple

interdigitated helices [2], but experimental investigations into the dynamics of helical vortices are scarce.

Quaranta et al. [3, 4] experimentally excited di↵erent instability modes using one- and two-bladed rotors

to generate helical vortices, and found close agreement with theoretical growth rates. The current study

investigates the helical vortices in the wake of a three-bladed rotor, focusing on perturbation modes with

zero azimuthal wavenumber, which can be triggered by rotor asymmetry.

This instability is explored using water channel experiments, vortex filament simulations and a simpli-

fied point-vortex-based model. In the experiments, vortices shed from the tips of a three-bladed rotor with

a 9 cm radius are visualized by painting the blade tips with fluorescent dye and illuminating the water

channel test section with an LED panel (Figure 1a). The blades are 3D printed and can be removed and

replaced individually to introduce di↵erent initial perturbations. The simulations monitor the evolution

of helical vortex filaments modelled as concentrated material lines of vorticity, as described in [5], with

an initial displacement. To provide a tool to explore a wide range of perturbations quickly, a simplified

model using a periodic strip of point vortices to represent a cross-section of the helical vortex system is

developed. In spite of its simplicity, it is shown to accurately capture the key features of the helical vortex

interactions (Figure 1b).

The growth rate and displacement modes obtained using these methods agree well with the theory

for the zero-wavenumber perturbations. Results of this study show that the three-helix system is highly

sensitive, with small initial perturbations on the order of 5% of the vortex separation distance substantially

disturbing the rotor wake within a few turns of the helices (Figure 1). This sensitivity is shown to vary with

the direction of the perturbation, with displacements along the positive strain direction developing faster

in the non-linear regime than those along the negative strain direction. These findings have applications to

industrial flows, such as those found in the wakes of wind turbines, propellers and helicopter rotors, where

coherent vortices can induce strong loading on downstream structures. Introducing an asymmetry to

these rotors, which represents a means of passive control, could accelerate coherent structure breakdown,

mitigating such detrimental wake e↵ects.

(b)(a)

Figure 1. (a) Dye visualization of the helical vortices in the wake of an asymmetric three-bladed rotor.

(b) Helical vortices reconstructed from a simplified point vortex model.
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To date, very few careful and direct comparisons between experiments (EXP) and direct numerical sim-
ulations (DNS) have been published on free-stream turbulence (FST) induced boundary-layer transition,
whilst there exist numerous published works on the comparison of canonical turbulent boundary layers.
Quite often computational fluid dynamic (CFD) results are compared to either EXP or DNS, mainly
for validation purposes and mostly for fully turbulent flows but where careful comparisons are lacking.
Despite discrepancies, these can sometimes be accepted without much thought even though we must be
critical and ask ourselves why there are deviations. It is first until one can claim that the underlying
physics is understood and that the behaviour of the model has been scrutinized in-depth, that one can
start discussing possible reasons for the deviations, such as di↵erent inlet and background conditions in
EXP versus computations. However, to be honest, this type of discussion is redundent unless we can
make detailed comparisons between EXP and DNS with satisfactory results, only then do we have the
basic precondition to achieve the physical insight we seek.

From existing literature it is clear that the FST induced boundary-layer transition scenario in its
very simplest case, i.e. for a zero-pressure gradient flow, we are still raising questions on the receptivity
process and we do not seem to have reached a consensus on the break-down process of streamwise streaks
into turbulent spots. It is therefore wise to take a closer look at existing DNS databases and to carry out
detailed EXP matching these conditions, or alternatively, to carry out additional detailed EXP that can
be computed with DNS. The two approaches, EXP and DNS, have both their pros and cons but where
one’s advantage is often the other’s disadvantage (cf. Figure 1). One advantage of EXP is that it allows
for parameter variation studies, like systematically varying the FST scales and turbulence intensity, which
is not realistic to do with DNS. The amount of detailed information about the transition process is on
the other hand superior with DNS compared to EXP, and the amount of data is often enormous which is
why DNS data should always be made available through open access databases so that they can benefit
everyone and, hence, be fully utilised.

The present contribution will focus on the current status, i.e. what we do know and what we do

not know with certainty about this complex transition scenario. Recent progress on the importance of
both the FST scales on the transition location and the sensitivity of the leading-edge pressure gradient
to the receptivity process will be discussed based on EXP, and a direct comparison between EXP [1]
and DNS [2] will be presented. To summarize, the following questions will be addressed, are we satisfied

with the outcome of this direct DNS-EXP comparison? and, how do we go about solving the FST induced

transition puzzle?
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Figure 1. (a) Cross-sectional snapshot of the disturbance structures inside the boundary layer at Rex = 1.56⇥10
5

(< Retr = 2.48⇥ 10
5
). An example of detailed information using DNS [2]. (b) Correlation between (�z/⇤x) and

Refst = (⇤xurms/⌫)x=0, which is based on the FST integral length scale (⇤x), the FST velocity standard deviation
(urms), and the kinematic viscosity of the fluid (⌫). �z denotes the spanwise averaged wavelength of the unsteady
boundary-layer streaks at the onset of transition. An example of parameter variation study using EXP [3].
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Studying the response of the boundary-layer to external vortical disturbances, such as the case of free-
stream turbulence, is a challenging problem due to the several steps involved in the receptivity process
and the di↵erent flow configurations where this phenomena can take place. One of the most successful
tools for this endeavour is optimal disturbance theory [1], which is able to describe many of the features
observed in experiments. However, a common criticism is that optimal disturbances, as such, have never
been measured in a real flow situation.
In the present work, we perform the stability analysis of the flow around a NACA0008 airfoil subjected
to free-stream turbulence (FST). Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS), considering the leading edge, are
carried out for a turbulence intensity (Tu) of 0.5% and two di↵erent spectra, which are characterised by
their integral length scales L. Similarly to numerical [2] and experimental [3] results on flat plates, these
simulations show the dependence of the streaks growth rate on the FST scales, as can be seen in figure
1a. By studying the optimal disturbances for our geometry, for instance with the results in figure 1b, we
can expect faster decay for smaller disturbances scales, as the case L = 0.0021 in figure 1b. Moreover, we
perform an explicit comparison between optimal disturbance theory and the simulations by projecting
the DNS Fourier modes, at the leading edge, onto the optimal disturbances. This procedure allows us
to properly scale the optimal growth and compare their evolution downstream with the Fourier modes.
Some of these comparisons can be seen in figures 1c and 1d for specific Fourier modes corresponding to
the cases L = 0.01 and L = 0.0021, respectively.
With these results, we show how the arbitrary and randomly generated Fourier modes not only evolve to
the optimal shape, but also their growth is dictated by their optimal projection. Perhaps more important,
for the first time we can place optimal disturbance theory in a more realistic flow situation, confirming
its relevance to the study of free-stream turbulence induced disturbances.
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(d) Fourier mode for case L = 0.0021.

Figure 1: Comparison between DNS results and optimal disturbance theory.
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In the context of resolvent analysis the flow response to non-linear excitations can be quantified by

linearising the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations, around either a laminar base solution [1] or a mean flow

[2], and isolating non-linear terms as an input to the linear system. The output ŷ(!) and the non-linear

forcing Bnf̂n(!) are related by the resolvent operator R(!) via the state q̂(!). In a general scenario

of transition in a complex disturbance environment, such as a boundary layer subject to free-stream

turbulence, two inputs to the system may be defined: upstream fluctuations q̂b and non-linear excitation

f̂n. An input-output framework may be defined as

⇢
� (i!I+ L) q̂ = f̂

ŷ = Hq̂
=) ŷ = �H (i!I+ L)�1 f̂ )

⇢
R = �H (i!I+ L)�1

f̂ = Bnf̂n +Bbq̂b

(1)

We separate the response in two distinct components: the linear response to external excitations ŷb =

RBbq̂b and the response to non-linear forcing ŷf = RBnf̂n. Thus, we have the equation for the response’s

cross spectral density (CSD) tensor CSDŷŷ = E
�
ŷŷH

�
= RBbE

�
q̂bq̂H

b

�
BH

b
RH

+RBnE
⇣
f̂nf̂Hn

⌘
BH

n
RH

,

meaning that the statistics can be reconstructed from the inputs. This is a useful feature in the study of

transition to turbulence as it allows the identification of linear and non-linear mechanisms of receptivity

in instances when the forcing component is of complex nature.

We demonstrate this procedure by analysing a large-eddy simulation (LES) of a boundary layer over a

flat plate without leading edge (Re⇤ = 300 at the intake), subject to 3% free stream turbulence level.

The domain is periodic in the span and flow directions, with a fringe zone at the downstream region. The

non-linear terms of the NS equations f̂n = [̂fx, f̂y, f̂z]T are computed from the snapshots of the velocity

field y = [û, v̂, ŵ]
T
at each time step. The state is defined as q = [û, v̂, ŵ, p̂]T and spectral estimation

is done via the Welch method [3]. In this case, the term Bbq̂b is the fringe forcing capable of generating

the intake conditions observed in the LES. Figure 1 shows the results of the PSD (diagonal of the CSD

tensor) reconstruction for the most energetic pair frequency/spanwise wavenumber, in which we find that

streaks in the boundary layer are mainly the result of a non-linear receptivity mechanism, for this case.

Figure 1. Left, PSD for (!,�) = (0.0098, 0.3770). Right, PSD reconstruction using only the non-linear forcing.
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Boundary layer measurements using hotwire anemometry are employed to study the flow development
of a laminar separation bubble (LSB) over the suction side of a NACA0015 aerofoil, at a chord based
Reynolds number of 125000 fixed and at an angle of incidence of 2.3 degrees, in a open circuit wind
tunnel subjected to a wide range of turbulence intensity (0.15% < Tu < 6.26%). A Local linear stability
analysis (LST) is conducted on experimental boundary layer profiles in the fore position of the LSB
(cf. Fig. 1). LST is shown to accurately model incipient disturbance growth, unstable frequencies
and eigenfunctions for configurations subjected to levels of Tu up to 3%, suggesting modal growth of
instabilities, even at elevated levels of Tu. Additionally, the presence of streaks is highly probable for
configurations with Tu > 1%, with unfiltered wall-normal disturbance profiles agreeing remarkably well
with the optimal perturbation profile proposed by Luchini et al. (2000), cf. Fig, 2. This observation leads
to the conclusion that the co-existence of both modal and non-modal convective growth of instabilities
is present in the LSB, providing experimental confirmation of the numerical simulations by Hosseinverdi
and Fasel (2019). Furthermore, increasing the Tu resulted in the range of unstable frequencies to decrease
and the Reynolds number dependence to increase due the inflection point shifting closer towards the wall.
This suggests that a viscous, rather than an invicid formulation of the stability equations is appropriate
for modeling modal instabilities in the fore portion of the current LSB, especially in the presence of
freestream turbulence. It is ascertained that streaks (non-modal instability) modify the mean flow field,
resulting in an increased importance of viscosity, which contributes to the the damping of the convective
growth of modal instabilities in the LSB.

(a) Tu = 0.15% Tu = 1.21%(b)

Figure 1. Contours (21 chordwise boundary layer profiles) of the mean streamwise velocity for (a) the natural
case and (b) the case with freestream turbulence forcing. White line denotes the location of local LST analysis.
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Figure 2. Experimental/LST predicted eigenfuctions and unfiltered wall-normal disturbance profiles compared to
theoretical predictions by Luchini et. al (2000) for (a) the natural case and (b) the case with freestream turbulence
forcing. Comparison between the amplified frequencies predicted by LST and measured in the experiment (c,d)
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The flow in a straight pipe was found to be linearly stable up to Reb = 107 by Meseguer & Trefethen
[1], with Reb being the Reynolds number based on bulk velocity, diameter and kinematic viscosity. The
authors also derived an asymptotic expression of the growth rate to show that the linear stability threshold
for the straight pipe flow is infinite. However, contrary to plane Couette flow [2], there is no analytical
proof for this result in the literature. Indeed, the expression provided by [1] is an extrapolation based on
their numerical data. The purpose of the present work is to study the linear stability of the flow in a torus
for very low curvatures approaching zero, i.e. the straight pipe, and to provide further evidence of the
result in [1]. We perform classical linear stability analysis. Both the base flow computation and the modal
stability analysis are carried out using an in-house developed code, which employs a spectral collocation
method based on Chebychev nodes in the radial direction and Fourier nodes in the azimuthal one. Proper
treatment of the pressure boundary conditions is performed to avoid spurious pressure modes in the base
flow computation. The analysis is similar to the BiGlobal stability approach, with the di↵erence of
employing a three-dimensional base flow instead of a two-dimensional one. A sensitivity analysis of the
stability properties with respect to the underlying base flow is carried out by linearizing around both the
computed base flow and the Hagen–Poiseuille velocity profile. In the latter case, the perturbations are
allowed to have non-zero curvature. The results show that a proper account of the secondary motion
in the base flow is needed to correctly capture the spectrum of the linearized Navier–Stokes operator.
The analysis cannot be repeated using the Dean’s approximation [4] as base flow, since this solution
ceases to be valid for values of curvature and Reynolds number at criticality. Curvatures below 10�2 are
investigated, and a continuation method is employed to track the most unstable eigenmodes. The tracking
is performed by Rayleigh quotient iteration. A wide range of streamwise wavenumbers needs to be taken
into account, in order not to miss unstable branches. The neutral curve obtained with preliminary results
is shown in the figure below. It indicates that the critical Reynolds number increases with curvature,
suggesting that it might go asymptotically to infinity as � ! 0, i.e. approaching the straight pipe.

Figure 1. Neutral curve in the � � Reb plane for curvatures � 2 [10
�7, 1]. The blue solid line is taken from [5],

the red solid line represents data from the present study, the blue dashed line is an exploratory curve obtained
performing full spectrum computation at di↵erent curvatures.
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Transient growth, the short-time amplification of linear perturbations due to the interaction of non-
orthogonal eigendirections, is a fundamental phenomenon for non-normal operators that has been ex-
tensively studied for steady flows. For these configurations, transient growth is synonymous with initial
transient growth studied in the context of optimal disturbances since the asymptotic fate of linear per-
turbations is dictated by the operator’s spectrum. In time-dependent flows in general, and in particular
in periodic configurations, this is not the case. In this case, the linear operator changes in time and even
in the time-asymptotic state, i.e. the periodic orbit, the necessary conditions for instantaneous transient
growth can be present.

In this study, we study the behaviour of linear perturbations about the the time-periodic channel flow
superimposed with a pulsatile component driven by a sinusoidal pressure gradient for which an analytical
expression for the the base flow exists. The relevant parameters are the Reynolds number (Re) of the
steady base flow, the frequency parameter (Womersley number, Wo) of the pulsations and their amplitude
(Q̃) defined as

Re =
Uch

⌫
, Wo = h

r
⌦

⌫
, Q̃ =

Q1

Q0
, (1)

where Uc is the centerline velocity of the steady component, h is the channel half-height, ⌫ is the kinematic
viscosity, ⌦ is the pulsation frequency and Qi the the mass flow rates of the steady (subscript 0) and
unsteady (subscript 1) components, respectively. As the pulsation amplitude is increased, the periodic
orbit exhibits growth rate modulations and abrupt transitions from decay to amplification as shown in
Fig. 1 that have also emerged, although not always specifically highlighted, in other studies ([3, 4, 1]).

We describe the emergence of subharmonic eigenvalue orbits in the instantaneous operator due to spectral
degeneracies (see the leading eigenvalue in Fig. 1, [2]) and relate the abrupt growth rate variations with
eigenvalue branch transitions which take place via non-normal transient growth bursts in the asymptotic
solution that follow a similar path as the Orr mechanism relevant for optimal initial transient growth of
purely two-dimensional disturbances.

Figure 1. Comparison of the instantaneous growth rate of the asymptotic linear solution over one pulsation
period (T ) with the leading instantaneous eigenvalue which is subharmonic with period 2T . Parameter values:
Re = 7500,Wo = 18, Q̃ = 0.16.
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Bypass transition to turbulence in three-dimensional boundary layer flows is characterised by the break-
down of streamwise streaks. In the context of computational linear stability analysis, the choice of a
physically appropriate base flow compatible with streak breakdown is not obvious. In this talk, rather
than the laminar base flow, the linear stability analysis of an unsteady transient initialised by the min-
imal seed, which is optimal in terms of initial kinetic energy, is considered. The associated base flow is
unsteady, free from any spatial symmetry, and belongs to the laminar-turbulent separatrix for a finite
time only.
A finite-time generalisation of modal linear stability analysis, allowing for arbitrarily unsteady base flows,
is therefore required. The recently developed optimally time-dependent (OTD) modes [1] are chosen as
a finite-dimensional projection basis for the finite-time stability analysis. OTD modes, computed on
the fly, approximate optimally the linearised dynamics under the constraint of forming an orthonormal
basis. We assess the ability of the leading OTD modes to describe transient instabilities of an optimal
edge trajectory [2], initiated with the recently computed minimal seed [3]. The leading subspace spanned
by 8 OTD modes appears always unstable, owing to both modal and non-modal growth mechanisms.
The OTD modes identify well the physical spatial regions along the edge trajectory showing the largest
instantaneous growth.

Figure 1. Two-dimensional greyscale planes of the perturbation velocity of the edge trajectory overlapped with

contour lines of the !y, for the leading projected OTD mode
�
u�
1

 
corresponding to 40% to 100% of its maximum

value. Plane xz for y = 2.5, flow from left to right.
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We consider the mode-interaction between a steady-state bifurcation and Hopf bifurcation in a system

with O(2) symmetry. It is somehow a natural configuration that emerges in many fluids of interest:

Taylor–Couette flow (TCF), the wake flow of axisymmetric objects (WFA) and the wake of axisymmetric

objects in mixed convection (WFA-MC). In here we analyse the bifurcation scenario of the WFA-MC

problem for two axisymmetric bodies, a disk with variable thickness and the sphere. In this cases the

flow state q = [u, p] composed of the velocity field and the hydrodynamic pressure (the WFA-MC also

includes the temperature field T ) is decomposed as:

q = Q0 +Re
⇥
a0(t)e

�i✓ûs

⇤
+ Re

⇥
a1(t)e

�i✓ûh,�1 + a2(t)e
i✓ûh,1

⇤
(1)

Here Q0 is the steady-state flow state that is invariant under the action of the whole O(2) group, ûs is the

steady mode and ûh is the Hopf (unsteady) mode. The ansatz eq. (1) takes into account the continuous

symmetry by the term e
±i✓

, where ✓ 2 S
1
is an angle-like variable in the periodicity direction.

Using the polar representation of the complex amplitudes aj = rje
i�j for j = 0, 1, 2, the normal form is

recast to a system of four coupled equations governing the amplitudes r0, r1, r2 and the mixed phase

 = �1 � �2 � 2�0:
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⇥
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2
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The unfolding of the normal form allows a characterization of the nonlinear states observed in the tran-

sition to complex dynamics in these flow configurations. Fig 1 displays the distinct spatio-temporal

structures of the flow field in the WFA-MC (thick disk, opposing flow) problem.

Figure 1: Parametric map of the patterns within the flow past a thick disk (aspect ratio � = 3) in mixed

convection (opposing flow) conditions. Re denotes the Reynolds number and Ri the Richardson number.
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We consider nonlinear dynamical systems driven by a stochastic forcing. It has been largely evidenced in

the literature that the linear response of nonnormal systems may exhibit a large variance amplification

even in a linearly stable regime. It is typically the case for some parallel or nonparallel fluid flows,

governed by the Navier-Stokes equations [1, 2, 3].

However, the linear response is relevant only in the limit of vanishing forcing intensity. As the latter

increases, the spectrum and the variance of the response may be strongly modified, owing to nonlinear

e↵ects [4].

To go beyond this limitation, we propose a theoretical approach to derive an amplitude equations gov-

erning the weakly nonlinear evolution of these systems. This approach, contrarily to classical ones, does

not rely on the presence of an eigenvalue close to the neutral axis, and the Fourier components of the

response are allowed to be arbitrarily di↵erent from any eigenmode. It applies to any su�ciently nonnor-

mal operator, and reconciles the nonnormal nature of the growth mechanisms with the need for a centre

manifold to project the leading-order dynamics.

The methodology is outlined for a generic nonlinear dynamical system, and the application case highlights

a common [3] nonnormal mechanism in hydrodynamics: the convective nonnormal amplification in the

flow past a backward-facing step. At low numerical cost, the amplitude equation quantifies the respective

contribution of each dominant nonlinear interaction, thus bringing insight on the saturation mechanisms

of the stochastic amplification.
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Halting climate change is one of the greatest challenges facing our society. To mitigate its e↵ects, it is
necessary to look for alternatives and develop new technologies that are capable of reducing atmospheric
pollution. Fluid mechanics is a science with multiple applications that can be used for this purpose, some
examples include: improving e�ciency in combustion systems, studying ways to reduce air pollution in
urban flows or improving aeronautical designs and making them more e�cient. To study these problems
we propose to develop reduced order models (ROMs) based on physical principles using (i) modal de-
compositions (i.e., singular value decomposition - SVD [1], higher order dynamic mode decomposition -
HODMD [2]) and (ii) machine learning tools (neural networks) combined with the previous decomposi-
tions [3, 4]. In this work, these techniques will be applied to solve the aforementioned problems, and new
strategies for developing e�cient and accurate ROMs will be presented.
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Optimization algorithms can be classified in two categories, gradient-based and derivative-free methods.

Gradient-based algorithms present a faster converge rate, but their performance drop when the objective

function contains multiple local minima. As a result, their application to configurations that exhibit

complex flow features does not provide optimal results. Derivative-free algorithms can overcome this

di�culty by ensuring convergence to global minimum at the cost of increasing the number of function

evaluations.

In this work, the derivative-free surrogate model based optimization algorithm DYnamic COordinate

search using Response Surfaces (DYCORS) [1] is adopted to optimize the flow around a NACA airfoil

at various Reynolds numbers. The drag coe�cient is selected as the objective function and multiple

actuation strategies, such as volume forcing and surface blowing are compared. The derivative-free

algorithm is found to gradient-based algorithms when a large set of control parameters and a complex

enough objective function is employed [2].

The simulations are performed using an energy-conservative cut cell method [3]. The incompressible

Navier-Stokes equations are discretized by means of the Marker-And-Cell (MAC) method where vector

field components are located at face centers and scalar fields at cell centers. Time-advancement is

performed with an implicit-explicit Runge-Kutta scheme. The solid boundary is specified using the

level set method, where the boundary is defined as the zero-contour of a scalar field. The discrete

operators obtained with this cut cell method retain the structure of their continuous counterparts, i.e.

the symmetry and skew-symmetry of the di↵usive and convective transport operators, respectively and

local and global energy conservation. The cut cell method provides an excellent tool to perform high-

fidelity simulations of flows in complex geometries due to its reliance on Cartesian grids, which greatly

reduces the complexity of the mesh generation process.
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Experimental control of Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) waves, based on theWiener-Hopf control approach, was
carried out in order to delay the transition to turbulence for the flow around an airfoil. The experiments
were performed for a chord based Reynolds number of 5.33 · 105, using a NACA 0008 wing profile
instrumented with pressure sensors and a plasma actuator. The schematic of the control system is shown
in Figure 1a, where in d a disturbance is applied to trigger the TS waves; z is the control target and
u is the actuation obtained with the kernel �, based on the sensor readings in y, according to the
expression: u(!) = �(!)y(!). Thus, in the time domain the actuation results from the convolution
u(t) =

R1
�1 �(⌧)y(t� ⌧)d⌧ .

When the kernel is obtained in the frequency domain, there is no guarantee it will be causal, that is, in
the time domain it might be non-zero for negative values of ⌧ , which means that the actuation signal
depends on sensor readings that cannot be accessed in real-time applications. However, neglecting the
non-causal part of the kernel, by simply truncating it to its causal part, may result in a significant drop
in control performance [1, 2]. Optimal causal control might be achieved by using Lagrange multipliers in
a quadratic functional cost that is minimized with respect to the kernel. This will lead to a Wiener-Hopf
equation that can be solved with factorization of the equation terms into components that are regular on
the upper and lower halves of the complex plane, referred to with + and � subscripts, respectively. This
is shown by:

H(!)�+(!)Ĝ(!) + ⇤̂�(!) = ĥ(!)Czĝ(!)
Factorization���������! �̂+ = Ĥ�1

+ (Ĥ�1
� CzĥĝĜ

�1
� )+Ĝ

�1
+ . (1)

G and g are functions related to the transfer function between u and z; ⇤� is the Lagrange multiplier
used to impose causality; H is the power spectral density (PSD) of the signals in y; and h is the cross
spectral density (CSD) between signals y and z. Experimental results obtained with the Wiener-Hopf
kernel were compared with the inverse feed-forward control (IFFC) method [3]. The Wiener-Hopf kernel
could successfully attenuate the TS waves signals measured over the wing profile, yielding better results
than the IFFC method as shown in Figure 1b. This demonstrates the applicability of the Wiener-Hopf
method for flow control applications, with kernels obtained directly from statistics of inputs and outputs,
avoiding the need of reduced-order models.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the feed-forward control applied to the attenuation of TS waves. Adapted from [3].
(b) PSD of the uncontrolled and controlled signals in z.
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Drag reduction is nowadays a major task in civil aviation. The Advisory Council of Aeronautics Research 
in Europe (ACARE) has recently prescribed 75% cut of CO2 emissions per passenger-mile with respect 
to 2000’s level. In cruise condition, 1% of drag reduction is translated into a 0.75% in fuel-burn savings 
[4]. The turbulent boundary layer developing of an aircraft surfaces is responsible for almost 60% of the 
total drag in cruise condition.

The passive control of near wall turbulence by means of a staggered array of cavity is addressed in 
the paper. Accurate boundary layer surveys and Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurements are 
conducted in the low speed wind tunnel of ISAE-SUPAERO. The test model is a flat p late equipped 
with a square insert panel. Di↵erent insert panels are t ested: a  smooth baseline surface and models with 
di↵erent arrays of circular c avities. The Reynolds number based on the momentum thickness is between 
1440 and 3380.

The results evidence a thickening of the viscous sublayer with a consequent upward shift of the logarithmic 
region. The application of the VITA technique [1] reveals a reduction of the burst intensity (defined as 
the peak-to-peak value of the conditionally sampled streamwise velocity) as well as a shift of the

peak of the burst frequency away from the wall. The burst frequency is shifted by �y
+ ⇠= 5 and can

be seen as a confirmation o f t he t hickening o f t he v iscous s ublayer f ound i n t he m ean v elocity profile.

From the PIV data a similar shift is evidenced in the production term of the turbulent kinetic energy

budged. The quadrant analysis suggests that this is due to an increase in ejections and a decrease in the

sweeps. The cavities then act similarly to most of the turbulent skin friction drag reduction techniques,

for instance riblets and spanwise flow oscillations. These techniques disrupt the near wall turbulent cycle

hence reducing the skin friction drag [2, 3].

In the full paper the e↵ect of the geometrical parameters (cavity spacing and diameter) on the turbulent

activity and on the drag reduction mechanism will be addressed.
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Figure 1. a) Number of bursts profile, b) average burst signature for smooth and perforated, c) average burst
intensity profile for smooth and perforated (results for Re✓ = 1440)
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Aerodynamic surfaces are subject to several spanwise-invariant irregularities which can promote early

transition and a consequent increase in skin friction. A common surface irregularity is panel joints,

which are usually preferred in a Forward-Facing configuration after several studies (e.g. [1]) proved that

Backward-Facing steps have more detrimental e↵ects on transition. Nevertheless, how a Forward-Facing

Step (FFS) locally interacts with incoming Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) waves remains partially unknown.

Prior investigations focused on establishing semi-empirical laws to describe the onset of transition based

on several step parameters [2]. However, recent numerical results [3] signal important flow features at

the step location, which might play a role in the subsequent growth of TS waves.

The present study concerns the close-examination of TS waves interaction with an FFS by means of

experiments performed at TU Delft and Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) conducted by DLR. Exper-

imentally, the localised e↵ect of the step on the incoming instabilities is determined using phase-locked

Planar Particle Image Velocimetry (2C-2DPIV) and Hot-Wire Anemometry (HWA) measurements.

Figure 1 shows the distortion that TS waves undergo over a subcritical step (h = 732 µm). While

both DNS and PIV show a similar TS wave distortion upstream and downstream of the step, important

di↵erences are evident in its immediate vicinity which could be associated to deviations from the nominal

step geometry. This is observed for both u0
- and v0-components (Figure 1 (a) and (b)).

In the workshop, the results for subcritical, critical and supercritical steps will be presented to show how

the topological di↵erences at the step are related to the explosive growth of TS waves downstream of the

FFS. Additionally, Power Spectral Density results from HWA measurements will be included to track the

changes in the disturbance energy distribution along the frequency domain as the TS waves encounter

the step.
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Figure 1: Contours of (a) streamwise and (b) wall-normal velocity fluctuations from phase-locked images

measured with PIV and DNS flowfields at equivalent phase (' = 120
�
), TS frequency (f = 450 Hz) and

step height (h/�⇤ = 0.775). Contour limits from PIV and DNS zoomed images are magnified by four

with respect to shown contour limits.
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Previous studies on the interaction between stationary crossflow (CF) vortices and a forward-facing step

(FFS) have shown a significant influence on the laminar-turbulent transition (e.g. [1, 2]). In a recent

experimental investigation, Rius-Vidales & Kotsonis [3] found that the e↵ect of the step height on the

transition location is non-monotonic. An unprecedented transition delay (w.r.t to the case without FFS)

occurs when the incoming stationary CF vortices interact with a shallow FFS. Instead, the interaction

with a higher FFS leads to an upstream advancement of the transition front location. The present

work aims to numerically reproduce the experimental setup in [3] through direct numerical simulation

(DNS). The current investigation’s final goal is to understand further the flow physics behind the observed

behaviour in the experiments.

The 3D DNS simulations are run on a relatively small domain to reduce the computational cost. The

required boundary conditions for the latter are obtained with a complementary 2.5D RANS simulation

followed by 2.5D DNS simulations for the base flow fields. The e↵ect of discrete roughness elements

used to condition the instability modes in the experiments is accurately reproduced via perturbations

computed through nonlinear parabolised stability equations. Those are imposed at the inflow boundary

of the 3D DNS domains. Unsteady noise is also added as a random forcing in the boundary layer such

that the laminar-turbulent transition in the simulations approximates that in the experiments for the

clean case without step.

The results show that the experimental setup can be numerically reproduced with su�cient accuracy as

far as the steady flows are concerned, with a good agreement between the experimental and numerical

velocity profiles upstream and downstream of the step. The transition delay e↵ect due to a small FFS is

also found in the DNS (Figure 1) and a detailed analysis of the unsteady disturbances will be presented

to shed light on this behaviour.

Figure 1: Isosurfaces of instantaneous magnitude velocity field colored by pressure in the clean case (left)

and FFS case (right).
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Rough coatings represent an interesting technique for the possible reduction of drag or delay of the
laminar-turbulent transition. However, stability analysis for these surfaces is often studied through
homogenised Navier slip boundary conditions and the full geometry of the roughness is rarely considered
in all its complexity. Following Ehrenstein [1], it could be taken into account through a coordinate
change in the wall-normal direction. Unfortunately, due to the computational cost, the analysis remains
usually restricted to the study of a single pattern together with periodic boundary conditions in the
spanwise direction, potentially missing instability mechanisms spanning multiple iterations of the pattern.
Schmid et al. [2] developed a framework that elegantly relax this constraint: considering a periodic
system composed of multiple subunits, the block-circulant form of the linearised Jacobian matrix could
be exploited to recast the problem into a much more numerically tractable form.
Thus, linear stability analysis in a channel flow with rough walls, and with the framework previously
described, is investigated. Roughnesses considered are wave-like and square-like, eventually tilted at an
angle ✓ with respect to the streamwise direction. As expected, linear stability appears strongly dependant
of the geometry of the roughness: square-like riblets, with their sharp edges, are sensibly more unstable
than the wave-like ones. In both cases, for streamwise riblets, the most unstable mode remains of the
fully-periodic type, i.e with a fully synchronised motion. The full spectrum can be seen in Figure 1. On
the contrary, transient growth seems dominated by unsynchronised motion at early times.
Orientation of the riblets has a deep impact on the stability of the flow: in the near-wall regions, shear-
stress is not aligned anymore with the streamwise direction, thus creating cross-flow. In turn, this
cross-flow, despite its small magnitude, seems responsible of the apparition of a new instability region,
reminiscent of what could be observed in swept flows [3]. Interestingly, now, in both the modal and non-
modal analysis, the unsynchronised motion seems to be prevalent, yielding both more unstable modes
and higher energy growth.

Figure 1. Left: Spectrum for a 12-periodic array of wave-like streamwise roughnesses at Re = 5000, ↵ = 1.12.
The least-damped mode is marginally stable and corresponds to a fully synchronised motion.
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Looking at the vortex formation downstream of a cylindrical roughness element in a Blasius boundary
layer, two major vortices can be found: a horseshoe and hairpin type [1][2]. The vortices are illustrated
on the top (A: hairpin; B: horseshoe) by dye streakline visualization. The horseshoe vortex wraps around
the cylinder and forms low-speed and high-speed streaks in the roughness element wake. If the Reynolds
number exceeds a certain threshold value, hairpin vortices periodically separate from the top of the
cylinder.
The present research focuses on the vortex motion and development of secondary structures behind the
roughness element. The investigations are performed experimentally in the laminar water channel at
the Institute of Aerodynamics and Gas Dynamics (IAG), where a steady 2-d laminar boundary layer
forms on a flat plate. A cylindrical roughness element with height equal to width d = k = 0.01m
(aspect ratio ⌘ = d/k = 1) is placed at the fixed position xk = x/k = 57 behind the leading edge,
where xk represents the distance from the leading edge non-dimensionalized by k. The Reynolds number
Rek = 770 (supercritical) is based on k and the free-stream velocity Ue. The figure at the bottom left
shows hydrogen bubble snapshots at xk = 75 (see top figure) for di↵erent times t0 < t1 < t2. At t0, the
hairpin head (A) can be clearly identified. In the next snapshot t1, the head has passed and the hairpin
legs are visible at yk = 1. The hairpin is connected to a ⇤-vortex (C) known from classical boundary
layer transition (secondary instability). At t2, another structure (D) can be seen, here named a V-vortex.
The V-vortex is located between the ⇤-vortex and the wall. It can be observed that ⇤-vortex and V-
vortex rotate in opposite directions. To identify the contribution of those vortices to laminar-turbulent
breakdown, the fluctuation power measured by a hot-film probe is presented in the figure bottom right
(same xk = 75 position). The ⇤-vortex (C) is the most dominant in terms of fluctuation power, while
the V-vortex (D) has about 50% of the power of the ⇤-vortex. Therefore, the V-vortex can be defined as
a product of hairpin vortex motion and ⇤-vortex rotation. The vortices seem to also be illustrated in [2].
The high fluctuation power of the the ⇤-vortex indicates that it plays a key role in roughness induced
laminar-turbulent breakdown.
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Velocity streaks induced by cylindrical roughness elements are found to be capable of attenuating Tollmien-

Schlichting (TS) instabilities and delaying transition [2]. The underlying mechanism is due to the induced

negative spanwise production of perturbation kinetic energy [1]. In a previous study [3], the TS-waves are

found to be e↵ectively stabilized by a special setup with rotating cylindrical roughness elements as well,

as shown in figure 1(a). The rotation rate is ⌦u = ⌦D/2uk, here ⌦ is the angular velocity of the cylinder,

D the cylinder diameter and uk the unperturbed Blasius velocity at the upper edge of the cylinder.

The present study investigates the induced boundary layer transition with Direct Numerical Simulations

(DNS), Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD) and Perturbation Kinetic Energy (PKE) analysis. The

laminar base flow is calculated with a selective frequency damping (SFD) solver, examples for ⌦u = 0.0
and 1.0 are shown in figure 1(b,c). The wake of a rotating cylindrical roughness element is featured by a

strong DIV surrounded by a SIV.

An increase of the rotation speed ⌦u results in a supercritical Hopf bifurcation. Below ⌦u < 0.65, the
boundary layer is subjected to convective instability. While above ⌦u > 0.65, a self-sustained global

instability is observed. With 0.65 < ⌦u  0.75, the global instability is initiated by a combination

of elliptical and centrifugal instabilities in the near wake. With 0.75  ⌦u  1, Taylor-Couette-like

streamwise vortices are generated on the decelerated side, which then create a protruding reverse-flow

region. In the near wake, the mechanism gradually changes to a pure centrifugal instability as rotation

speed increases. For further increasing ⌦u, the onset of global instability is directly located on the

decelerated side of the cylinder stubs, where a deceleration mechanism feeds the instability by extracting

energy from the mean-flow. The example of case ⌦u = 1.31 is shown in figure 2. Beyond ⌦u � 1.375,
the flow becomes chaotic.
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Figure 1. Numerical set-up and Vortex visualization for case ⌦u = 0 and ⌦u = 1. HV: horseshoe vortex, IV:

inner vortex, DIV: dominating inner vortex, SIV: secondary inner vortex.
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Figure 2. (a): Reversed flow regions by meanflow ū = 0 isosurfaces, (b): Streamwise vortices at x = 0, colored by

streamwise gradient @ū/@x, (c): Real part of leading DMD mode in x = 0 plane, (d): Total local energy productionP
Ii at x = 0. Thin dashed lines are isolines of ū = �0.2, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.95, thick solid line marks ū = 0.
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It is well known that jets, under particular conditions, may generate intense tonal noise. In many cases,

the sound is produced by the action of a self-excited instability. In this presentation we review two

di↵erent configurations where this occurs: the case of a jet impinging on a wall and the case of a jet

passing trough a circular aperture of finite thickness. In the first case it is generally accepted [1, 2] that

intense tones can be produced by a non-local feedback loop among two kinds of waves: a downstream-

travelling wave, which is excited at the nozzle lip and propagates around the jet core position, and an

upstream-travelling wave generated by the reflection of the first wave on the plate which propagates

backward inside the jet core. The interaction of such waves gives rise to a self-sustained global instability,

which in some circumstances is able to radiate an intense acoustic field. In the presentation we will

review the characteristics of the self-sustained mechanism in the laminar regime and its noise radiation

by using both a global and a local analysis that will precisely identify the components of the feedback

mechanism. The case of the jet passing through a circular aperture will be analysed by an approach

based on impedance [3, 4]. It will be shown that the knowledge of the global impedance provides an

instability criterion and a prediction of the eigenvalues of the full system. Two generic situations will be

considered. In the first one, the upstream domain is a closed cavity while the downstream domain is open,

leading to a class of conditionally unstable modes. In the second situation, the two regions, upstream

and downstream of the hole are considered as open, leading to a class of hydrodynamic modes where

the instability of the recirculation region is su�cient to generate self-oscillations without the need of any

resonator. A matched asymptotic model, valid in the low-Mach limit, is then used to derive a global

impedance of the system, combining the impedance of the hole and of both upstream and downstream

domains. The accuracy and validity of the proposed approach will be assessed by comparing the results

with those obtained from the linearised fully compressible formulation.
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Figure 1: Real part of the pressure component of the critical modes. (a) Compressible rounded impinging

jet for an averaged Mach number at the inlet of M = 0.6. (b) Hole tone configuration for a ratio

� = L/Rh = 2 (inset in the upper left corner) for an averaged Mach number at the hole of M = 0.05.
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Ongoing concerns about combustion-related greenhouse gas emissions have motivated substantial e↵orts
towards integrating carbon-free alternative fuels such as hydrogen (H2) into existing energy infrastructure.
Nonetheless, H2 is characterised by remarkably high mass di↵usion rates (low Lewis numbers), giving its
flames extreme sensitivity to stretch e↵ects and thermal-di↵usive instability [1]. These flame dynamics are
also intimately coupled to the hydrodynamic properties of the flow within which the flame is embedded [2].
While these flame and flow dynamics are both mature areas of research when considered separately,
relatively little is known about their behaviour when coupled interactions are included.

To this end, we investigate the modal and nonmodal linear global stability of laminar, lean-premixed
Bunsen jet flames across a range of Lewis numbers from Le = 0.5 to Le = 1. The system is described
using a fully coupled low Mach number formulation of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations with a
single-step, irreversible Arrhenius chemistry model. Our results provide insight into the e↵ect of thermal-
di↵usive instability on the coupled flame and flow dynamics, with clear implications toward H2 combustion
systems.

Figure 1. Steady flame shapes visualised by reaction rate contours and (b) corresponding global eigenspectra for
indicated azimuthal wavenumbers m.
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This work is focused on the application of the mathematical framework presented in [1] for the linear

analysis of n-periodic flow systems. The methodology is extended and applied to relevant large-scale

problems. We present a minimally intrusive implementation for large-scale flow solvers where explicit

access to the underlying matrix operators is typically unavailable. A demonstration is done using an in-

house, high-fidelity direct numerical simulation (DNS) high-order compact finite-di↵erences solver. The

necessary theoretical background is described, based on a set of complex numbers called the roots of unity,

⇢j = exp (2⇡ji/n), j = 0, 1, . . . , n�1. The capability to dissect a large problem into a number of smaller,

fully decoupled problems is emphasised. This is done by reducing the n-periodic system to a triplet of

units, and studying the sub-problem while varying the root-of-unity parameter. This allows for massive

parallelisation and meaningful insight without significant computational overhead. From such sets of

simulations of triplets it is straightforward to access information regarding the linearised response of the

full configuration of n units for an arbitrary number n, covering a larger range of dynamics compared

to the typical choice of a single unit with periodic boundaries. It is thus possible to approximate the

underlying linear interactions and synchronisations of the cross-unit dynamics at a reduced computational

cost. The methodology is demonstrated for systems of n-periodic surface irregularities in boundary layers

where there is potential for cross-unit interactions and synchronisation of the smaller-scale dynamics into

larger-scale structures. Such examples include spanwise arrays of jet injections or roughness elements in a

boundary layer. The proposed framework can provide relevant insight into the e↵ects of synchronisation

and linear cross-unit interactions in such cases. The e�ciency and fidelity of the methodology, and the

capability to implement it in a minimally intrusive manner in a variety of solvers, suggest it can be

a valuable tool for sensitivity analysis and fine-tuning, or early-design studies when there is a need to

investigate various configurations.
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Linear and nonlinear evolution of three viscosity stratified shear layers are studied using linear stability
analysis, Lagrangian vortex calculations and direct numerical simulations. [1, 2] studied the flow in a
viscous shear layer and in the flow past an incline respectively. The present idea is to pare down the
physics to its simplest form, and study a three layer flow, where a thin layer of one fluid is surrounded
by other fluid above and below, all sheared from top and bottom, see Figure 1.
Two scenarios are studied, one where the middle fluid has half of the viscosity of the outer fluid, and one
where it is double. The first case is found to be modally unstable, while the second is stable, but can
experience high values of transient growth.
In both cases, the results show that the primary role of viscosity stratification is to create a vorticity
stratification and that the subsequent instability and nonlinear evolution can be understood from 2D
inviscid dynamics.
For the unstable case, the initial evolution of random perturbations in inviscid Lagrangian vortex sim-
ulations follows the predictions of linear stability theory and the subsequent evolution is studied and
understood in terms of a free shear layer roll-up modified by a background shear. Direct numerical
simulations with viscosity stratification performed using Gerris with matched initial conditions show
(Figure 2) nearly identical evolution with the inviscid simulation for wide ranges in viscosity (Reynolds
number ranging from 400 to 10000) and di↵usion (Schimdt number ranging from 0.05 to 1) suggesting
the strongly inviscid nature of the underlying dynamics of this viscosity stratified flows. Three dimen-
sional viscous simulations also show that there are many scenarios where three dimensionality can be
disregarded.
The configuration where the vorticity stratification leads to the modally stable case exhibits a novel
transient growth mechanism, which is partly observed in the viscous simulations, but is a↵ected and
damped by viscosity.
A new configuration where inviscid mechanisms are behind instabilities in sheared flow is exposed here.
This research aims to extend the idea of the inviscid nature of such instabilities by the comparison of
inviscid and viscous simulations at a variety of Reynolds numbers.

Figure 1: Schematic of the layout, central layer of
viscosity µ1 surrounded by fluid with viscosity µ2.

Figure 2: Snapshot at time 64 of the nonlinear evo-
lution for the viscous simulation, where vortex roll-
up is observed. Blue is fluid 1 and Red fluid 2.
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We consider the stability properties of a tensioned membrane of finite length L located at the bottom
of a fluid layer of depth h, in presence of a uniform incoming current. This configuration, referred to
as the Nemtsov membrane, is known to be a↵ected by two possible kinds of instabilities. The first are
aeroelastic instabilities, related to the instabilities existing in the ”flag” configuration [3, 4], which exist
even in the absence of a free surface. The second ones are radiative instabilities, and are related to the
possibility for the system to be destabilized by surface wave radiation. More specifically, such instabilities
are a direct consequence of the existence of negative energy waves (neWs), and were first evidenced in
the shallow-water limit, and in the supercritical range (Fr > 1) [5, 2]. In this presentation we will draw
a parametric map of the ranges of existences of these instabilities as function of the four nondimensional
parameters appearing in the problem, namely the Froude number Fr comparing flow velocity to surface
wave velocity, the reduced depth h/L, the mass ratio ↵ and the reduced velocity Ur comparing flow
velocity to membrane wave velocity. In strongly coupled cases, we extend results by [4, 1], to finite
length membranes and explore the intricate stability characteristics of the system. We also show that
radiative instabilities also exist in the subcritical régime thanks to the dispersive nature of waves in the
finite-depth case. It is also shown that aeroelastic instabilities of both divergence (static instability) or
flutter (dynamic instability) kinds emerge and are a↵ected by the free surface, and that such instabilities
coexist with radiative instabilities.

Figure 1. (left) Sketch of the Nemtzof membrane configuration; (right) Frequencies, amplification rates, and
mode structure for the radiative instablities associated to first structural mode for ↵ = 10

�2, h = 0.1, and Fr = 2.
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The conventional method to predict the onset of laminar-turbulent transition in convectively unstable

boundary-layer flows is based on the logarithmic amplification ratio, the so-called N-factor, of the linear

instability waves. To calculate the N-factor, the flow variables are decomposed into a laminar basic state

solution and the linear disturbances, which are assumed to be harmonic in time. The most commonly used

linear stability analysis approaches include the locally parallel linear stability theory (LST) and the non-

local, weakly nonparallel parabolized stability equations (PSE). However, these methods do not account

for strong streamwise gradients that are encountered in several configurations of interest, as roughness

elements, steps, gaps, or corners. To solve the linear evolution of disturbances along such strongly non-

parallel regions, the harmonic linearized Navier-Stokes equations (HLNSE) need to be solved [1]. The

discretization of the HLNSE for spanwise/azimuthally inhomogeneous laminar basic states yields a linear

system of complex arithmetic with a leading dimension of the order of 10
7
to 10

8
for many problems of

current interest in NASA applications. A combined multithread and multiprocessor algorithm based on

the Thomas’ algorithm and the dual Schur complement method is implemented for the direct solution of

such linear system. This algorithm reduces the scaling of the cpu time and memory requirements with

respect to the number of streamwise points from cubic to linear and from quadratic to linear, respectively.

A combination of the PSE and HLNSE is used to study the evolution of linear disturbances over a

flat plate with a sinusoidal roughness path at freestream unit Reynolds number of 12.6 ⇥ 10
6
m

-1
and

Mach 3.5 to support an experimental campaign [2]. The evolution of the 80 kHz AA disturbance, i.e.,

with antisymmetric boundary conditions in both symmetry planes, is shown in Fig. 1(a). The favorable

agreement with the measured power spectra in Fig. 1(b) confirms the significance of disturbance growth

over the roughness patch and the e↵ect on the instabilities in the wake.

This material is based upon research supported by the Hypersonic Technology Project (HTP) and the

NASA Transformational Tools and Technologies (TTT) project of the Transformative Aeronautics Con-

cepts Program under the Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) Streamwise mass flux contours of 80 kHz disturbance and basic state isolines over the rough plate at

Mach 3.5. (b) Comparison of power spectra to most-amplified disturbances at 153.8 mm distance from the leading

edge. The disturbance evolution is calculated with a combination of PSE and HLNSE. Reproduced from Ref. [2]
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The laminar-to-turbulent transition of boundary layers is known to be significantly a↵ected by complex
geometrical features, such as steps, humps, and gaps. Yet, classical stability theory approaches such as
Orr-Sommerfeld eigenvalue analyses or Parabolised Stability Equations are unable to model these cases
by virtue of the underlying assumptions [1]. This necessitates the use of fully elliptical approaches such as
Direct Navier-Stokes (DNS) simulations, which nevertheless are extremely resource- and time-intensive.
An alternative and e�cient compromise between simplified approaches and a full DNS can be gained
by considering a harmonic expansion of the Navier Stokes (NS) equations in the temporal and span-
wise spatial dimension [2, 3]. Based on these approaches, an e�cient harmonic NS solution algorithm is
developed that can model non-linear stability problems while accounting for complex geometrical features.

The incompressible generalized Harmonic Navier-Stokes (HNS) equations are used in a perturbed for-
mulation where velocity and pressure are decomposed into a steady (Q) and fluctuating (q0) component.
For all quantities, the perturbation ansatz yields

q0(x, y, z, t) =
X

m

X

n

q̂m,n(x, y)e
i(�nz�!mt) + c.c, �,! 2 R; q̂ 2 C, (1)

where q̂ = [û, v̂, ŵ, p̂]T , i =
p
�1, � the spanwise wavenumber, ! the angular frequency, ”c.c” the complex

conjugate, t is time and x, y, z represent the streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise directions respectively.
Spanwise invariance in the base flow is assumed. The discretization is performed by a fourth-order cen-
tral finite di↵erence scheme in the streamwise direction and spectral di↵erentiation in the wall-normal
direction. Smooth geometrical features are accounted for by using a generalized curvilinear domain
transformation. Sharp features are modeled using a domain-embedded no-slip condition. The continuity
equation is solved directly as an implicit equation for pressure. Non-linear terms are solved explicitly
using harmonic balancing. The combined discretized system is solved using a direct sparse solver.

In this work, the solution to the non-linear HNS equations will be compared with DNS for representative
cases in unswept and swept-wing boundary layers, respectively governed by the evolution of Tollmien-
Schlichting and Crossflow Instabilities. Results will be presented in complex domains entailing forward-
facing steps for three di↵erent step heights and a range of incoming disturbance amplitudes.
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Figure 1. Perturbation kinetic energy contours in the near-step region for an incoming stationary crossflow
disturbance. The step is indicated by the gray rectangle and the dash-dotted line indicates the �99 of the base flow.
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With the massive increase in computational power over the past three decades, the focus of hydrodynamic
stability research has shifted from local analyses based on the assumption of parallel flow to fully three-
dimensional flows such as the roughness-induced boundary layer flow. It should be emphasised, however,
that most recent work has been concerned with the stability of stationary base flows, while the modal
and non-modal stability of time-periodic flows has attracted much less attention. Time-periodic flows
rise due to forcing (e.g., forced coaxial jet) or naturally as they pass through a Hopf bifurcation (i.e.,
flow past one or two cylinders). To uncover the physical origin of modes or the receptivity of a given
disturbance in periodic flow with no homogeneous directions in space, one can follow the linear evolution
of infinitesimal perturbations evolving near limit cycles using the fully three-dimensional Navier-Stokes
equations. Before doing so, however, unstable time-periodic solutions (also known as limit cycles) need
to be numerically computed. Computation of such unstable limit cycles has traditionally been achieved
by imposing existing spatiotemporal symmetries in combination with Newton-like methods, which are
usually restricted to two-dimensional problems. A new implementation of a Newton-Krylov algorithm
based on a GMRES method is capable of computing steady and periodic states of fully three-dimensional
flows. When linearized around such time-periodic solutions, the resulting non-autonomous Navier-Stokes
operator accepts solutions following Floquet theory, with the stability being characterised by Floquet
exponents. Due to the high number of degrees of freedom required to adequately discretize these problems,
the e↵ect of the time-periodic Jacobian matrix on a given vector is computed in a time-stepping fashion,
and the eigenvalue problem solved using an Arnoldi-based algorithm. Our framework relies on the highly
parallel spectral element solver Nek5000. We introduce an open-source toolbox named NekStab based on
Krylov methods to tackle stability problems based on the spectral element solver Nek5000. We present
techniques built on the Nek5000 platform as well as validations and new cases involving both free and
forced time-periodic flows, including secondary instabilities and the bifurcations experienced in the wake
of blu↵ bodies.
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Multiphase phenomena are ubiquitous in many engineering applications and significant e↵ort has been

invested in understanding and optimizing such systems. While modeling and numerical simulation of

multiphase flows have made impressive headway in the last two decades, much less can be said about the

control of multiphase systems. Many practical control applications are based on experience and trial-

and-error methods due to the large dimensionality of the problem, complexity of the coupled phases, and

di�culty in developing reduced-order models from experimental data.

We leverage progress made in simulation-based predictions of the fluid dynamics of multiphase flows by

developing and implementing a continuous adjoint formulation for incompressible, immiscible two-phase

viscous flows with surface forces. The general formulation has been recently developed for flows with

arbitrary Reynolds and Capillary numbers [1]. A Stokes-limit specialization has also been developed

[2, 3, 4]. Both formulations support adjoint-based gradients for time-dependent cost functionals defined

on the interphase surfaces and in the volume.

A specific example application of the theory is sketched in Fig. 1 where the optimal far-field velocity

boundary conditions are sought such that an isolated, initially spherical drop traverses a specified curve

in the z = 0 plane. The objective function being minimized is the tracking functional

J =
1

2

Z T

0

Z

⌃(t)
|| ~X � ~Xd||2 dS dt, (1)

which measures the di↵erence between the actual droplet surface ~X(t) and the target spherical droplet

surface ~Xt(t) whose center of mass follows the red curve in Fig. 1. The decrease in Eq. (1) is given in

Fig. 2. Observe that minJ > 0 because the droplet cannot remain spherical due to its motion.

The contributed paper will include the formulations, their implementations and their application to

several demonstrative multiphase flows, including turbulence-enhanced droplet atomization and multiple

droplet control in the Stokes limit.

Figure 1. Desired trajectory (red) in the z = 0

plane of an initially spherical droplet. Suboptimal
trajectories are shown as dashed lines.

Figure 2. Decrease of objective function Eq. (1)
with adjoint-based gradient descent.
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The flows encountered in energy conversion systems consist of a wealth of complex phenomena, including
interfaces, reactions and turbulence. While the past decades have seen remarkable progress in computing
capabilities, allowing computational fluid dynamics to become an ever more present tool in describing and
predicting such multi-physics flows, these state-of-the-art computational resources still provide limited
insight towards a robust optimization framework for technological applications. Targeted manipulation
of such flows by enhanced designs or active control strategies is indeed crucial for improvements in
performance and robustness and venturing beyond standard operating conditions. The transition from
model-based numerical simulations to model-based optimal control requires an alternative approach,
which allows access to inverse information. In the fields of external aero-dynamics and aero-acoustics for
example, the introduction of such an approach has led to improved airframe designs and reduced noise
production levels, with considerable economical, environmental and health-related implications.
The multi-physics aspects of interfacial two-phase flows however constitute a far larger step in complexity,
due to the presence of discontinuities across the interface, and to the highly unsteady nature of the flow.
As far as two-phase flows are concerned, to date, inverse information has been extracted from simulations
of simplified configurations with additional unrealistic assumptions, or from low-fidelity models.
In this work, gradient based optimisation is performed on a Stefan problem, where the motion of the
interface is a function of the jump in the temperature gradient. In particular, we study the growth or
retraction of crystal shapes by taking into account the curvature e↵ects at the boundary (Figure 1). In
order to capture the movement of the interface, the one-fluid formulation is used, where the sharp interface
is represented using a level set method. The gradient is extracted using an adjoint-based formulation
and specifically defined tracking-type objective functions are minimized to control the final shape of the
crystal.

Figure 1. The red curves represent the initial shape of the interface and the black ones the interface as time
advances. Left : retraction of an ice crystal towards a circular shape in a liquid bath. Right : growth of four
crystals in an undercooled liquid.
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Global resolvent or input/output analysis has become a popular method for analyzing worst-case dis-

turbances in boundary layers. This framework relies upon maximizing an output quantity, usually the

total energy of the disturbances, by determining an optimal global forcing. Although these existing

input/output analyses have been previously applied to boundary layers [1, 2], there has not, to our

knowledge, been an attempt to constrain the optimization problem to physically realizable inputs, i.e.

freestream disturbances in the form of incident acoustic, vortical, and entropic waves.

In this work, we address the global natural receptivity problem by embedding the scattering-wave the-

ory into global input/output analysis to determine worst-case disturbances from freestream acoustic

or vortical/entropic waves. We employ both global resolvent analysis and the computationally e�cient,

parabolized One-Way Navier-Stokes technique [5] to study the natural receptivity of hypersonic boundary

layers and compare to the unconstrained forcing problem.

We first apply our optimal scattering-wave framework to a 2D Mach 4.5 adiabatic-wall, flat-plate bound-

ary layer, where the input is restricted to freestream fast acoustic waves, and plot the optimal inputs

and responses in Fig. 1. The transmitted acoustic waves near the leading edge undergo di↵raction and

di↵usion, with its streamwise component exhibiting strong resonant interactions with Mode I waves [3].

These waves synchronize with the first mode at x⇤ ⇡ 0.0766 m, giving rise to the second mode. The input

fields reveal most of the energy to be concentrated at the leading edge where the highest base-flow non-

parallelism is present, and thus the most e�cient mechanism to convert freestream disturbance energy

into instability modes [4].

Figure 1: Optimal u0
and T 0

inputs (left) and responses (right) with freestream fast acoustic waves at

F =
!⇤⌫⇤

1
U2⇤

1
= 2.2⇥ 10

�4
. The green contour represents the boundary-layer edge (� = 0.99U1).

After thorough validation, we plan to apply this technique on more complex geometries to illuminate the

intricate receptivity mechanisms present under realistic flight conditions. This novel methodology can

serve as an e�cient, modern tool for studying natural receptivity of boundary layers.
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The evolution of any complex dynamical system is described by the derivative operators. However the
extraction of the exact N-order derivative operators is often inaccurate and requires approximations from
the user. The open-source CFD code called BROADCAST discretises the laminar compressible Navier-
Stokes equations and then linearises the exact N-derivative operators through Algorithmic Di↵erentiation
(AD) providing a toolbox for laminar flow dynamic analyses. Furthermore, the gradients through adjoint
derivation are extracted straightly by transposition of the linearised operator. The software includes
baseflow computation, linear global stability and sensitivity tools. Numerical method consists in a finite-
di↵erence high-order shock-capturing scheme [1] applied in a finite volume framework on 2D curvilinear
structured grids. Application of the code is made on the linear stability of a hypersonic laminar boundary
layer atM = 4.5 through the following steps. First, a 2D baseflow, initialised by a compressible self-similar
solution, is computed by a Newton method. Extraction of the Jacobian operator is made by matrix-vector
products produced by Algorithmic Di↵erentiation with the software TAPENADE [2]. Then, 2D global
stability through resolvent operator is performed highlighting the second Mack mode. Extension towards
3D periodic instability analysis through AD is o↵ered and underlines the streaks and first Mack mode.
The optimal forcing and response have very similar shape to those obtained by Bugeat [3] however the
optimal gain at high frequency converges at a lower computation cost thanks to the high-order scheme
with lower dissipation. Then, the evolution of the optimal gain resulting from the resolvent problem
is computed with the Hessian operator [4]. Starting from the sensitivity to basefow modification, the
sensitivity with respect to wall-boundary condition parameters can be derived [5]. Small variations of
wall-temperature and wall-normal blowing are for instance considered on the 2D second Mack mode
optimal gain. The general result from Mack that wall cooling destabilises the second mode [6] is thus
recovered but in addition the profile of optimal wall-cooling is straightforwardly computed (Figure 1).
This represents a first step towards quick design of open-loop control devices.

Figure 1. Evolution of the normalised linear sensitivity of the optimal gain rBCµ
2 to wall boundary conditions

(heating or blowing) with respect to the Reynolds number based on x for the 2D second Mack mode.
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Laminar boundary layer natural transition for external flows is of particular interest in both the aeronau-
tical industry and academia. The transitional process is dominated by the linear growth of disturbances,
e.g., Tollmien–Schlichting waves and crossflow waves, and therefore a correct prediction on the develop-
ment of the disturbances is necessary for a successful transitional analysis. Most conventional studies
focused on the disturbances developing based on incompressible boundary layer flows over ideal, clean
geometries. However, the physical settings for the real conditions are di↵erent for the flow compressibility
and geometrical complexity. The compressibility stems from the transonic operational conditions, and
for the real geometries the main source of the complexity is the existence of surface imperfections, which
typically take the form of steps and gaps whose sizes are comparable with the boundary layer thickness.
In the current work we therefore further extend the physical settings to transonic laminar boundary layer
at realistic Reynolds numbers, and over wing sections with surface imperfections. Our study will utilize
the solver in the spectral/hp element framework Nektar++ [1], where the high-order features enable
accurate boundary layer profile computations over complex geometries (which may well include locally
reversed flows), as well as the ability to capture disturbance development with high accuracy and higher
fidelity in physics. The validation and correctness of the method will be demonstrated by analyzing a
two-dimensional transonic flow over flat plates at Mach 0.8. Both clean geometry and the geometry with
a forward-facing step are studied. The zero-pressure gradient is adopted for the clean case while for the
stepped case pressure gradient is generated due to the existence of the step although the same boundary
conditions are enforced. The N-factors are generated in the Rex range from 0.5E6 to 4.0E6. Figure 1(a)
shows that a good agreement in the comparison of the N-factor obtained by others verifies the approach.
Moreover, it is worth mentioning that the reflected wave at the step, as is given in Figure 1(b), is domi-
nated by acoustics since the pressure component has the largest amplitude while the velocity components
also have a comparable amplitude. We then study the disturbance development over wing sections with
surface imperfections. High fidelity DG simulations are carried out in a near-wall, reduced domain which
is embedded in a full three-dimensional RANS solution. The boundary data of the reduced domain is
interpolated from the outer solution, and pressure compatibility is achieved through the entropy-pressure
compatible Riemann inflow [2]. After the computation for the disturbance fields, the N-factor on this
wing section is subsequently generated. In the conference we will demonstrate the simulation results of
the disturbances’ growth with the existence of a step as well as cover the following analysis.
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Figure 1. Tollmien-Schlichting wave development over a flat plate with a forward-facing step.
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In this work, we study the laminar to turbulent transition of boundary layers in converging-diverging
nozzles used as standard gas flow meters. The aim is to characterize the transition using the stability
theory framework and compare the predicted trends in an experimental investigation.
Experimental measurements are carried out in a controlled environment where we investigate the sensi-
tivity of transition to wall roughness, freestream turbulence and nozzle throat radius of curvature. The
transition is detected through temperature change in adiabatic wall recovery temperature [1]. An ex-
ample of infrared measurement is shown in Figure 1. Laminar boundary layers are obtained using an
analytic formulation for nozzles [2], including compressibility and favourable pressure gradient. Stability
characteristics are addressed using the linear stability framework under the parallel flow assumption. We
show that the usually unstable Tollmien-Schlichting wave is stabilized by the pressure gradient and that
the flow is stable to modal disturbances. A parabolic approach is then employed to perform a spatial
transient growth study [3]. We show that the boundary layer can experience significant transient energy
growth in the form of streamwise streaks. The peak of transient energy is found to scale with Re2 and
to be located at a constant distance of half the throat diameter, independently of upstream stagnation
condition and nozzle wall curvature.
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Figure 1: Left: Evolution of N factor with throat based Reynolds number (Ret) for multiple nozzle wall
radius. Right: infrared image of planar nozzle wall. Flow is from left to right. The red line indicates the
throat location. The sudden variation in gray shade at nozzle throat indicate the transition from laminar
to turbulent. The elongated streamwise structures are transition spots induced by isolated roughness
elements.

An eN criterion is used to predict the transition Reynolds number. N factors are computed for various
nozzle wall radius and Reynolds numbers. The results presented in Figure 1 show that increasing the
throat radius of curvature is destabilizing the boundary layer, complying with previous experimental
observations [4]. In our experiment, the various freestream turbulence levels are characterized with
hotwire measurements that allow direct comparison with the transition trend predicted by the stability
theory. We also show that, below a critical wall roughness, the transition is dominated by incoming
freestream disturbances.
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Hypersonic boundary layer receptivity and transition to turbulence is tightly linked to the emergence of
longitudinal steady streaks for realistic conditions [3]. These vortical structures stem from various sources
such as surface roughness, parametric modes interactions or curvature. The emerging streaks then lead
to a distorted base flow inducing secondary instability and interactions with the existing modes of the
canonical boundary layer [1]. While the linear evolution of selected streaks modes in hypersonic cone
boundary layer has been recently described [2], the full transition route from receptivity to non-linear
breakdown has not been detailed.
This study aims to explore the di↵erences between linear and non-linear dynamics of streaks instability at
high speeds under broadband forcing. Mach 6 boundary layers with streaky structures were constructed
on a flat plate using a DNS forced at the inflow with the optimal forcing obtained from local linear
stability analysis. Di↵erent streak amplitudes were considered. A white noise forcing is propagated
with a linear and a non-linear DNS and the various growing modes are tracked. The linear and non-
linear responses of the streaky base flows, such as in Fig. 1, are decomposed in frequency-wavenumber
space through spanwise Floquet analysis and SPOD. Modes emerging from the white noise forcing, and
their downstream evolution as streaks grow in amplitude, are compared to modes of evolution obtained
from the spatial 2D-linear stability problem (Fig. 2). Transition scenarios under broadband forcing are
discussed. Our results show an early dominance of sub-harmonic oblique streak modes, even for low
amplitude streaks. Furthermore, distorted Mack modes of weaker amplification are also found, with two
distinct frequencies. These results suggest that even at low amplitude, streaks can substantially change
the transition route from the usual second mode dominated Blasius boundary layer.

Figure 1. Disturbance fields at the end of the domain (x = 350�0). Dashed lines: base flow velocity ; contours :
axial velocity disturbances from the linear (left) and non-linear (right) DNS
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Figure 2. Left : spatial spectrum at x = 350�0 for f = 0.56 with locus of the most amplified mode (red) as
streaks amplitude increases. Right : contours of axial velocity for the corresponding most amplified mode.
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With a growing interest in low Reynolds numbers compressible flows, the aim of this work is to investigate
compressibility e↵ects on the wake dynamics of the circular cylinder. In particular, our focus is made on
the so called Mode A and Mode B secondary instabilities, which are responsible of the transition from a
two-dimensional periodic to a three-dimensional state [1, 2]. Mode A appears at Re ⇡ 180� 190 and is
associated with an elliptic instability of the primary vortex cores with large scale transverse structures
at a spanwise wavelength of �z ⇠ 4D, where D indicates the cylinder diameter. Mode B, which arises at
Re ⇡ 230� 260, is instead associated with a hyperbolic instability developing in the braid region and is
related to the formation of finer scale structures of characteristic wavelength �z ⇠ 1D.
We address the influence of compressibility on these modes. The analysis has been conducted for Reynolds
numbers Re 2 [200; 350] and Mach numbers up to M1 = 0.5. The two-dimensional periodic base state is
found to exhibit time-averaged properties that substantially vary within the range of Reynolds and Mach
numbers considered. Specifically, three di↵erent types of time-averaged flow structure are identified when
varying both Reynolds and Mach numbers, as shown in Fig. 1 for three representative cases.

(a) (b) (c)

d

L

Figure 1. Time-averaged base flow structures: a) Type 1, b) Type 2 and characteristic length scales, c) Type 3.
Streamlines are shown in gray color and the time averaged longitudinal velocity isocontour ūx = 0 is shown in red.

The two-dimensional periodic flow is used as base state for a global stability analysis performed by means
of Floquet theory. The global modal stability solver [3] is based on the Krylov–Schur algorithm with
a time-stepping approach. A stabilizing (decreasing Floquet multiplier µ) or a destabilizing (increasing
µ) e↵ect of compressibility is observed on Mode A depending on the Reynolds number and the mode
wavelength, while Mode B is found to be stabilized by compressibility (see Fig. 2). Interestingly, the
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Figure 2. Floquet multiplier µ as a function of the spanwise wavelength �z at (a) Re = 250 and (b)Re = 350

for di↵erent Mach numbers. Dashed lines represent the interpolation curves for a given Mach number.

characteristic length-scales of the time-averaged base flow recirculation region (highlighted in Fig. 1.b)
are found to be relevant for the normalisation of the instability wavelengths �z. The Mach number
increase is also found to promote vorticity anisotropy on Mode A at largest wavelengths, which is not
instead observed for Mode B.
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